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Introduction

“Aesthetic experience has a political eff ect to the extent that the loss 

of destination that it presupposes disturbs the way in which bodies fi t 

their functions and destinations [...] It is a multiplication of connections 

and disconnections that reframe the relation between bodies, the world 

where they live and the way in which they are ‘equipped’ for fi tting it. It 

is a multiplicity of folds and gaps in the fabric of common experience that 

change the cartography of the perceptible, the thinkable and the feasible”

Jacques Rancière, “Aesthetic Separation, Aesthetic Community: Scenes 

from the Aesthetic Regime of Art”, 11.

“To really hear a sound is to hear a word. Pure sound is [a] word. [Le son 

pur est verbe]”

Emmanuel Levinas, Outside the Subject, 149.

Th is chapter shifts the focus of this collection subtly toward the 

question of how scholars who are not art practice-based, and particularly 

musicologists, might consider alternative forms of embodied scholarship, 

though arts practice as a form of writing. I here speculate upon how our 

encounters with the alterity of performance might play out in research 

practices invested in artistic form. To this end I read Emmanuel Levinas’ 

writings on intersubjectivity in the company of Jacques Rancière’s 

epistemological work on the interrelationships between community, 

aesthetics, and politics. Drawing upon these writings, I propose a form 
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of ‘apposite’ scholarship. Rather than the common usage of apposite, 

meaning ‘particularly appropriate,’ I use ‘appose’ in the sense of placing 

side by side in a proximate relationship. An apposite form of scholarship 

thus involves a proximal relationship between method and object of 

study. However, unlike a methodology that is conceived of as ‘proximal’ 

(in the sense of appropriate) to an object of study, I here engage with how 

the very materiality of a methodology might have resonance with the 

object of study. Th is method highlights the potential held in modes of 

knowing whose genre, structure, and media invoke their subjects. While 

this chapter will be directed toward music and musical scholarship, and 

thus of particular import to musicologists, I hope ideas presented here 

will be equally applicable and relevant to the ineff able and ephemeral 

aspects of performance more generally. 

My focus here on ‘Research as Artistic Practice’ transposes the familiar 

form of Practice as Research to emphasize that it is not simply a matter 

of fi nding ways for artistic practice to fi t into established institutional 

modes of assessment and dissemination. I here also distinguish Research 

as Artistic Practice as within the realm of Practice as Research rather 

than Practice-based Research. As Paul Stapleton notes: 

“As well as being a signifi er for an emerging research paradigm in a 

range of creative disciplines, PaR is also a politically charged and often 

contested term. In many sectors practice-based research (PbR) is used both 

as a synonym for PaR, and as a term denoting an oppositional stance. 

Certain exponents of PbR state that practice can be a key element in 

the research, but cannot be the research per se, thus problematizing the 

notion that a piece of practice (e.g. a performance, fi lm, or ceramic pot) 

is capable of communicating research-worthy knowledge without some 

form of written commentary” (Stapleton 2008: 192).

While much ink has been spilled literally and digitally on how practice-

based research address the criteria of scholarship from the perspective of 

practicing artists, consideration of how written scholarship on the arts 

might instead be transformed by artistic practice has received far less 
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attention. Framing the equation as one in which artists need to somehow 

‘fi t’ their work into the formulae of scholarship has elided the responsibility 

of scholars to consider whether writing is the most appropriate mode 

in which to address their research questions. Th e terms of engagement 

for PbR thus need to be re-framed as not simply a ‘problem’ of artists’ 

inclusion – a question of how artistic work might satisfy the criteria of 

traditional scholarship – and move instead to consider PbR a challenge 

to the basic methodological foundations and appropriateness of writing 

for performing arts scholarship itself.

Specifi cally, apposite musicology takes epistemology as ‘speaking 

with’ rather than ‘speaking about,’ involves a more homophonic relation 

(punctus con punctum)1 between modes of writing and the object of study, 

and has signifi cant potential to act as an intervention in musicology’s 

coloni zing impulse toward the ineff able qualities of music. 

More generally, apposite musicology might also be considered as 

part of a larger turn toward apposite epistemologies in the twentieth 

century, as witnessed particularly in postcolonial and feminist theory. 

Just as feminist and postcolonial theorists have often insisted upon the 

materiality of language in constituting their subjects, so too musicologists 

might begin to re-assess our assumptions of writing’s ideological neutrality 

in order to ask how musical meaning is constructed by the material 

qualities of writing. Simply put, I argue that the constrained teleologies 

of musicological writing impose a ‘reading experience’ temporality that 

is at odds with the sense of time in the music that such writing seeks to 

illuminate. 

In more detail, I will argue for two manifestations of apposite music-

ology: fi rstly, in step with Rancière, this epistemological model does not 

conceive of the scholar as above those audience members and musicians 

engaged in the act of musicking, but instead “…add[s] his/her voice 

to theirs, to hear their voices, rather than interpret them, to help them 

resound, to make them circulate” (Derranty 2003: n.p.). In the case of 

apposite musicology, this mode of knowing is enacted with the community 
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of music performance itself; the artists responsible for music’s creation 

and expression similarly ‘speak with’ the larger community – both ‘expert’ 

and ‘non-expert’ – that engages in music performance. Secondly, I will 

argue for an apposite musicology that takes the form of dialogue-based 

artistic practice, and a practice that reaches toward scholarly engagement 

that prioritizes the experiential nature of performance. Th is represents a 

critical intervention in the discourse of musicology, moving against the 

phenomenological disengagement that the latter enacts under the alibi 

of objectivity. In doing so, apposite musicology takes music performance 

on its own time and terms, and redeploys these in its own process of 

knowing.2 Rather than accepting the supposed limits and conventions of 

academic writing as the most eff ective means of communicating research 

fi ndings, apposite musicology moves away from what Levinas conceives 

as the fundamental possession enacted by the written word, and ontology 

in general. As Simon Critchley notes, for Levinas “…ontology is like the 

movement of the hand, the organ for grasping and seizing, which takes 

hold of (prend) and comprehends (comprend) things in a manipulation of 

otherness” (Critchley 2002: 16). Since the medium of writing constitutes 

the objects we often assume it is separate from,3 it is benefi cial to ask how 

apposite epistemologies might turn the inevitable violence of co-option 

into a site of productive contestation. For musicology in particular, we 

might ask what models might not seize the ineff able alterity of music in 

the written object.4

At the core of this proposal for apposite musicology is a response to 

Carolyn Abbate’s “Music–Drastic or Gnostic?” in which the author calls 

attention to musicology’s assiduous avoidance of the ineff able (what 

she, following Jankélévitch, calls the ephemeral, perilous qualities that 

constitute the ‘drastic’5) in its retreat to a score-based conception of music 

that neglects the live, ephemeral qualities of music as the sculpture of 

time, in performance. By focusing on ‘works’, musicology, in its ‘anxiety of 

performance’, exscribes the ineff able held in experiencing music: 

“Retreating to the work displaces […] experience, and dissecting the 
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work’s technical features or saying what it represents refl ects the wish 

not to be transported by the state that the performance has engendered 

in us. Th e musical work – the thing we scrutinize for supra-audible 

import – in less severe terms is a souvenir, one of the things taken away 

from the experience of playing or listening, to be “put ... in a drawer” and 

contemplated as a way of domesticating that experience” (Abbate 2004: 

506–7).

However, as Abbate notes, the remaining options for addressing the 

ineff able of music performance in writing seem equally bleak: “…turning 

performances or performers into yet another captured text to be examined 

for import via a performance science” (ibid.: 509); a return to poetic 

descriptions – the much feared logorrhea of 19th century music criticism; 

or abstaining from writing about the ineff able altogether and letting it 

remain in its phenomenal state. Aside from these uninviting options, 

Abbate prescribes no further remedy. As a rejoinder to Abbate, my proposal 

for a musicology as a dialogue-based art practice introduces one method 

by which to integrate the seemingly divergent modes of musical knowing. 

Th is form interweaves multiple frameworks for listening/experiencing, 

and re-conceives how ineff able and “supra-audible” meaning might be 

articulated in musicology through artistic practice.

More specifi cally, I would like to re-assert my conception of apposite 

musicology here as a form of Research as Artistic Practice (in its 

innumerable registers that would include performative writing) that off ers 

an alternative to the types of writing that would silence the ephemeral 

and enigmatic nature of music performance. Researchers of performance 

have sometimes confl ated the term ‘theory’ with that which is written 

research and practice as that which is not written, and thus not capable 

of acting as research. Yet such distinctions have reifi ed the term theory 

as a domain within which artistic practitioners do not (cannot) engage; 

theory, in this restricted conception of the term, can inform practice, be 

drawn from practice, yet cannot itself be practice. However, as Edmund 

Husserl has written, “…the distinction is after all a relative one; because 
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even purely theoretical activity is indeed activity – that is to say, a practice” 

(Husserl, 32). Hence I argue we must re-acknowledge the materiality of 

writing as practice (just as we must similarly acknowledge capabilities 

for practice to operate as theory), and to foreground the notion that all 

writing, whether explicitly concerned with its own aesthetic and craft or 

not, constructs knowledge through its form, structure, language use, and 

overall tone or voice. As Abbate claims, musicology in fact performs its 

relation to the music under consideration not only in the form the writing 

that disallows music’s qualities to contaminate the writing in general, but 

even in the very description of the music, that part of understanding 

music that we would hope best conveys a sense of music’s sonorous, 

aff ective, and temporal qualities.6 

In sum, my aim is here to probe the disconnection between the 

written objects in which knowledge about performance and music is 

registered, the performative qualities of these works, and our responses 

to these qualities. My proposal is both a challenge to those who research 

performance-based art forms to refl ect upon the materiality of our 

written engagement with our subjects, and a call to music practitioner-

researchers to re-examine the ethical and political situatedness of music 

and performance epistemology. Lastly, although I address musicologists 

in particular, this research also has implications for scholars of time-based 

arts more generally to consider the disjunctions between our subjects and 

the forms our research takes.

Th eoretical context

Th e work of Emmanuel Levinas and Jacques Rancière is integral to the 

particular form of apposite musicology I propose here. In the following, 

I argue that Levinas and Rancière’s work makes possible a re-conception 

of epistemological questions about music, the nature of musical alterity, 

and of the potential for understanding these within music performance 

communities. As such, this theoretical context is central in formulating a 

practice-based model of apposite musicology. 
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Firstly, Levinas’ conceptualization of the face-to-face encounter, and 

the irreducible alterity this encounter entails, provides a particularly useful 

way to understand our experiences of music in which we feel somehow 

‘addressed’ or called upon by music’s presence. Th ough I do not claim for 

musical subjectivity a presence aligned with the composer or performer, 

there is yet a sharp degree of otherness that listeners experience in musical 

encounters that I feel clearly approaches that described by Levinas in the 

encounter with the Other. Th ese particular relationships we have with 

music in which we feel moved, disquieted, or disturbed by music’s voice, 

can entail a high degree of response-ability, in which we feel displaced 

by music’s call. In such a light, I read Levinas’ notion of the saying in 

the face-to-face encounter as an event that reveals alterity not through 

communicative act, but instead though the Other’s appeal that demands 

response before a word is uttered. To further delineate how Levinas’ 

concept of the saying is particularly relevant to musical alterity, I will 

relate it to Jankélévitch’s conceptualization of music’s ‘Charm’. While a 

great deal of attention has been aff orded to musical subjectivity viewed 

in relation to the sublime, I argue that such theorizations are still too 

restrictive to a particular type of musical subjectivity.7 Such theories of 

the sublime often locate music’s otherness through trauma, or the musical 

equivalent to Barthes’ punctum, and thus highlight the piercing modernist 

shock of otherness that carries with it an attendant promise of dialectical 

resolution and synthesis.8 In contrast, I argue that our encounter with 

music is instead often based on a dialogic model, and more particularly 

one that is irreducible in music’s continuous becoming in the same way 

Levinas conceives of knowing an Other in the face-to-face encounter. I 

interpret Levinas’ work here against his dismissive views on music as an 

art of enchantment9 for its potential in allowing a variety of modes of 

engagement with musical alterity in contrast to the epic and teleological 

resolution of the sublime.

From Rancière, I draw fi rstly upon his conceptualization of ‘universal 

teaching’ in Th e Ignorant Schoolmaster and how he conceives of the political 
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engagements contemporary artistic practice involves through the ‘re-

distribution[s] of the sensible’ that re-organize disciplinary boundaries 

of knowledge. Bending such a context to musicology, I examine how 

musicologists and music theorists’ writings on music performance 

marginalize the experience of music and exclude the non-expert 

community (Rancière might understand this part of the general audience 

similarly to the ‘part that has no part’, as those who would be viewed as 

musicology’s ‘poor’) this experience takes place in relation with.

While Rancière and Levinas might at fi rst seem strange companions, 

their work shares a deep concern for the ethics of response-ability. 

Whereas Rancière insists upon the presupposition of a ‘community of 

equals’ based on an ‘equality of intelligence’, ‘equality’ in Levinas’ work 

arises from the mutual command to respond issued by the face of the 

other: 

“Levinas explicitly states that the other’s command commands me to 

command…Th e obedience he has in mind is a mutual one. We are all 

‘masters’. Th is is an unusual idea. We are accustomed to suppose that every 

order is endorsed by some authority whose legitimacy can and has to be 

checked” (Waldenfels 2002: 69).

Indeed, as I will later discuss, such an equality is premised upon the 

asymmetrical relationship in which responsibility is infi nitely greater 

than one’s capacity to respond. Alternately, in this community of equals 

Rancière describes how

“…someone has addressed words to them that they want to recognize and 

respond to, not as students or learned men, but as people; in the way you 

respond to someone speaking to you and not to someone examining you: 

under the sign of equality” (Rancière 1991: 11).

Again, it is important to note how each thinker here takes equality as a 

presupposition rather than a goal, in acknowledgement of the inequity 
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built into teleologies of equality. Each might similarly be categorized as 

a philosopher of the precarity and limits of responsibility that border 

on the utopian. While Rancière challenges epistemological hierarchies 

and proposes a political approach in what he terms the ‘indisciplinarity’ 

of knowledge as a re-distribution of who is authorized to know about 

a subject of study, Levinas re-defi nes the limits of intersubjectivity and 

the encounter with the Other. Similarly, though each writer has been 

criticized for the utopian impracticality of his advocacy of equality in 

knowing (knowing alterity/knowing though political equality), neither 

would accede to the charge that the demand is unapproachable in practical 

terms. Th e usefulness of Levinas and Rancière’s work here lies precisely 

in their strident demands for an unfaltering engagement with the limits 

of what is sensible, and the ultimate irreducibility of knowing. Th is 

irreducibility is what separates Levinas’ ethical encounter from ontology, 

and Rancière’s ‘in’-disciplinarity from ‘inter’-disciplinarity.10 Indeed, the 

very precarity of the arguments Rancière and Levinas advance makes 

their work particularly pertinent for attending to the drastic qualities of 

music.

In summary, imbricating the work of Levinas and Rancière allows me 

to approach two key aspects of the apposite musicology enacted through a 

dialogue-based artistic practice that I have developed in the collaborative 

practice I work within.11 Levinas’ work provides a means of questioning 

how we might engage with the alterity of music in activities occurring 

in-between the sensible musical experience and scholarly writing, and 

in forms that embody the time and terms of music itself. Rancière’s 

work, in turn, provides a framework in which to consider new forms 

of engagement with music in the already mixed community of music 

performance: music ‘experts’ and ‘amateur’ listeners, who may instead be 

off ered shifting positions of ‘expertise’ and ‘amateurism’ in the multiple 

ways they approach listening and in the ways they contextualize these 

listening practices within the variety of knowledge systems in which they 

operate.
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Apposite musicology’s ‘voice’: music as speech and address

One basic way in which one might begin to conceptualize apposite 

musicology is by examining the centrality of speech metaphors in historical 

and current writings on music. Th at is, from music's relationship to speech 

we might generalize modes of writing that might be suitable to employ in 

research. Descriptions of music’s rhetorical properties can be traced back 

as early as the sixteenth century German treatises on musica poetica. In 

the early Baroque period C.P.E. Bach wrote that an instrumental work 

“…cloaked in a grammatically and syntactically correct form should 

imitate a performance of an enthralling oration” (Nastasi 1976/77: n.p.). 

Building upon such descriptions, Johann Mattheson in Der vollkommene 

Capellmeister (1739) adapts rhetorical principles of argument (inventio, 

dispositio, elocutio, memoria, and actio or pronuntiatio) for compositional 

practice. Metaphors for music as dialogue continued, moreover, into 

the classical period, and during the later part of the eighteenth century 

the string quartet came to be characterized more specifi cally as refi ned 

conversation:

“As the quartet took shape it became a musical metaphor for conversation 

among educated persons, with its attendant notions of intimacy, the exchange 

of ideas, and of individual personalities for each of the four members in the 

ensemble. Th e tradition of perceiving the quartet as a conversation goes back 

to the 1770s, but the most famous pronouncement along these lines was 

made by Goethe late in his life ‘Th e string quartet is the most comprehensible 

genre of instrumental music. One hears four intelligent people conversing 

with one another, believes one might learn something from their discourse 

and recognize the special characteristics of their instruments’” (Drabkin, 

2000: 3).

Other genres of music have been similarly described in verbal metaphors. 

Th e soloist and orchestra relationship in the concerto has been characterized 

variously as the alienated individual struggling to speak against the masses 

who force them to submit to the repressive social order; and alternately as 
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the individual empowered to speak through the emergence of public sites 

such as coff ee houses, Masonic lodges, and salons.12 Nineteenth century 

programme music literally set narratives to orchestral music as a form of 

musical storytelling, with Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique as perhaps the 

most infamous example. Experimentation with micropolyphony during 

the twentieth century undertaken by composers such as Ligeti might 

be interpreted, adapting a narratological framework that has itself seen 

signifi cant development in contemporary musicology, as the single-voice 

presented as a dense web of the intertextual utterance. Th e composition as 

voice is here a metaphor for utterance as intertext of innumerable voices 

and infl uences present in the seeming singularity of a sound mass. Despite 

the considerable infl uence narratological models have held in musicology 

over the late twentieth and early twenty-fi rst centuries, applied not just 

to Western art music but across the range of popular and non-Western 

genres of music, it has only been within the twentieth century that the 

explicit use of speech metaphor in compositional practice has seen some 

decline. While this whirlwind tour of musical speech metaphors does not 

do justice to the myriad studies that address such topics, it is, from this 

brief account, possible to discern a concentration of speech and dialogue 

metaphors operating in music discourse and compositional practice. From 

these very basic parameters, then, one might in a very general sense be 

inclined to propose an apposite musicology based in conversation from 

the strong parallel between the musical event and dialogue. 

Yet while such music speech analogies and the displaced intersubjecti-

vity between musician and audience demonstrate the centrality of voice 

and address in music, they are in fact overly simplistic in a consideration 

as the grounds for a model of apposite musicology based in dialogue-

based art practice. Such metaphors, although apposite to the centrality 

of the voice, are not necessarily apposite to the specifi c mode of dialogue 

as encounter I am advocating. Here, as Robert Christgau paraphrasing 

Christopher Small notes, music is a model of intersubjectivity:
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“…music’s ultimate function isn’t to order time, that industrial fallacy, but to 

provide insight into relationships: between and among notes and chords and 

rhythms and meters and many other classes of sound, and also musicians 

and listeners, composers and conductors […] it’s a very effi  cient way to 

embody and sum up relatedness, which is the essence of social if not human 

life” (Christgau n.y.: n.p.).

Similarly, while many models for music composition draw upon rhetoric 

and oration, these are primarily modes of convincing and lecturing, of 

speaking at rather than speaking with, and thus do not entail response on 

the part of the second party. For Jankélévitch, such speech analogies for 

music quickly break down under closer scrutiny:

“Th e superimposed voices of polyphony realize a concordia discours, of which 

music alone is capable, because intelligent articulation based on reciprocity, 

because the meshed gears of question and answer in dialogue, diff er as 

much from the synchronism of heterogeneous voices in counterpoint as 

the “harmony” one produces by adjudication diff ers from musical harmony. 

Words carry meaning, and two interlocutors cannot speak simultaneously 

without the threat of confusion because several simultaneous monologues 

produce nothing more than nameless cacophony; people who speak with 

one another must do so successively, and it is this alteration that constitutes 

dialogue” ( Jankélévitch 2003: 19).

Th e example of the classical quartet, then, as four voices in conversation, 

is merely analogous to conversation though the speech-like quality in 

call and answer gestures, or perhaps in the performance practice of 

the ‘exchange’ between performers audibly breathing together. While 

the structural particularities of some quartets may seem similar to 

conversational pauses, response and single voices speaking at a time, 

and others indeed composed explicitly with such features in mind, 

Jankélévitch again reminds us that such an analogy is limited because 

the musicians “…are not speaking among themselves to one another, they 

are not addressing themselves to one another: they are singing in concert 
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for an outsider, like choristers who turn toward a listener (ibid,: 20, italics 

in original). Th e ‘event-ness’ of the musical experience is thus conceived 

by Jankélévitch as being for others rather than reciprocal exchange 

among equals. For Jankélévitch the larger function of making music in 

a public forum such as a concert performance is, unlike dialogue, not 

primarily concerned with address between musicians (or even between 

audience and musicians) but rather as a presentation for listeners; it is 

an act of performance for an audience. However, it must be noted that 

music making in a more general sense (in one’s living room, with friends 

for example) is not necessarily a performance for an audience – it can 

equally be a mode of sharing, listening, and responding, all key aspects 

of conversation. Jankélévitch’s examples treat music here as if its intent 

is principally functional entertainment for others. Yet one might also 

counter that a truly convincing chamber music performance is one in 

which the performers do not perform ‘performing for an audience’ but 

focus more simply on the conversational interplay with each other. Th at 

is, music performance that applies the terms of address, listening, and 

response endemic to conversation may enact an ideal that is only rarely 

achieved. 

Jankélévitch continues his distinction between modes of speech ad d-

ress and music performance by diff erentiating between modes of listening 

to someone who is talking and someone who is playing music: 

“One doesn’t “listen to” a pianist playing before his public or a singer singing 

before this same public in the same way that one “listens” to a lecturer 

speaking to his audience, because for the lecturer the listener is the second 

person – “you”, the object of invocation or allocution – whereas the listener is 

the third person, the outsider, for the pianist sitting at the piano. Transfi xed 

by the spotlight and isolated on the platform, the pianist and the singer are, 

in relation to the listener, a spectacle in and of themselves. Th e listener-

observer remains isolated from this soliloquy without interlocutors […] He 

is no longer an interlocutor, but an outsider, a witness” (ibid.: 21).
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Th e diff erences that Jankélévitch construes between the two situations 

of listening are here problematic. Th e boundaries between these modes 

of performance seem to me much more permeable than Jankélévitch 

would care to admit. Firstly, the lecturer is just as much involved in a 

performance, and the standardization of lecture plans taught in teaching 

for higher education courses that stress the importance of teleological 

and narrative development models might be thought of in terms roughly 

similar to ‘performance arcs’ and classical form. Secondly, in many forms 

of lecture the lecturer does not in fact ‘speak to’ his audience in a way that 

nominates them as a group of individual “yous”, but instead en masse in a 

manner quite similar to the hermetic event that Jankélévitch is describing 

music performance as.13 Lastly, the similarities between lecturer-performer 

and musician continue in the lecturer’s position ‘in the spotlight’ as the 

focal point of the lecture-hall seating, and in some instances becomes a 

spectacle of the charismatic demonstration of knowledge. 

Yet perhaps my critique of Jankélévitch’s distinctions between 

modes of address is ungenerous if we consider his points as related to 

the content of the address (language vs. music) that prompts diff erent 

modes of engagement. Nonetheless, the most important critique of 

Jankélévitch’s position relates to my earlier mentioned ideal of music 

performance as address: I would argue that the very nature of ineff ability 

that Jankélévitch so eloquently describes as music’s Charm is constituted 

by those moments of music performance that break the tradition of the 

audience’s isolation as outsider-witnesses to a spectacle. Consequently, 

while Jankélévitch writes that music is not allocution, that “…no one is 

designated by the cry; it concerns no one” (ibid.: 20), I would thus claim 

that it is often this exact feeling of being spoken to individually by music’s 

presence, its ineff able utterance, by an ‘Other’ voice, that aff ects listeners 

so profoundly. Regardless of the fact that music is not a specifi c address 

to a particular person, or even group of people in Levinas’ example of the 

lecturer, the listener may feel as if, as is so often claimed as a cliché, the 

music ‘speaks’ to them.
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Finally, it bears noting that our encounters with Western art music are 

far from exclusive to those that Jankélévitch provides particular examples 

of. Diff erent genres of Western art music (the classical symphony, chamber 

works, opera) solicit diff erent modes of listening, as do individual pieces 

of music.14 Moreover, venues for the engagement with Western art music 

(listening ‘ubiquitously’ on mp3 players, in living rooms, concert halls, 

or parks) greatly impact upon the way in which music’s address is either 

heard or muted. Additionally, within the typical examples of dialogical 

or conversational forms in music that Jankélévitch off ers – the quartet, 

the piano solo, or vocal solo in which “…the singer may well look at me 

while her mouth is open in song, but she does not speak, not to me” (ibid.: 

19) – or those rhetorical forms in music that I earlier referred to, it is 

important to note how it is not the structural aspects of a composition by 

which the listener feels as though they are addressed. It is not primarily in 

the structural elements of music (qua structure) that which listeners feel 

music’s address. As with Levinas’ argument that the face of the other is 

not simply the physical features of the face, but the totality of its appeal, 

Jankélévitch argues that the Charm that ‘speaks’ to us in those works of 

music that have such a profound impact is rather located in the totality 

of the work: the encounter with music’s otherness that is irreducible to 

structure or single metaphor. Jankélévitch’s eff orts to distance music from 

speech metaphors are, I would claim, motivated by similar concerns which 

Levinas posits in the alterity of the face-to-face encounter. In the same 

way that Levinas conceptualizes the irreducibility of the encounter with 

the Other and of the role of the saying in such an encounter, Jankélévitch’s 

critique of the limitations in analogies between music performance and 

spoken modes of address are due to the way in which he perceives music’s 

ineff able quality to be irreducible to speech metaphors.

Musical alterity in Jankélévitch’s charm and Levinas’ saying

Jankélévitch’s concept of music’s Charm is useful as a starting point for 

formulating an apposite musicology based upon encountering music’s 
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distinctive otherness. Here I will examine the similarities between 

Jankélévitch’s concept of music’s Charm in relation to Levinas’ concept 

of the saying (as part of an embodied dialogue with the Other) in order 

to construct my larger argument for formulating an apposite musicology 

located within a live engagement of the face-to-face encounter. I will thus 

proceed by examining musical alterity in terms of the encounter with the 

face of the Other, and how, as with Levinas’ conception of the face-to-

face encounter, such musical alterity both precedes, and is irregardless of, 

the content of spoken address (the said) and musical content (‘the music 

itself ’). 

To begin, Jankélévitch claims in Music and the Ineff able that the Charm 

of music is not to be located in a specifi c aspect of a musical composition, 

that is, in something that one can pinpoint, for instance, as the climax of 

a work. Instead, “…it is always total…it is not a total equal to the sum 

of its parts but an indivisible and impalpable totality such that displacing 

one syllable is enough to cause something qualitative to fade away” (ibid.: 

53). Continuing the comparison between Jankélévitch and Levinas, we 

might note Levinas’ description of the face of the other as not simply 

the physiological features of that face, not the eyes or facial response, 

and instead as a “living presence” in its totality, and as “already discourse” 

(Levinas 1991: 66). Moreover, Jankélévitch describes the Charm as “…

an exquisite effl  orescence of life itself; it is music in its entirety that 

(like the nightingale’s ornaments) constitutes the luxurious, graceful 

paralipomena of practical existence” ( Jankélévich 2003: 68). Importantly 

for my conception of musical subjectivity and later discussion of Levinas’ 

saying, Jankélévitch (infl uenced, no doubt, by his lifelong engagement and 

friendship with Levinas) highlights this life presence or ‘becoming’ of the 

Charm: “Yes: human beings recognize their own faces in this artwork 

composed of a charm and of nonexistence, and in the incomprehensible 

disquiet churned up in its wake” (ibid.: 75). Later, Jankélévitch notes that 

“…music is not calligraphy projected into space, but a lived experience 

analogous to life” (ibid.: 93).
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While it is not my intent here to confl ate the specifi city of Jankélévitch’s 

ineff able encounter with music and Levinas’ face-to-face encounter with 

the Other, I am compelled by the equivalence between the forms of 

encounter that represent a presence ungraspable in its ephemeral form.15 

Indeed, as I have already acknowledged, my development of the saying 

runs counter to Levinas’ own views on music as an art of enchantment in 

opposition to the radical alterity of the Other. Perhaps as a direct response 

to Levinas’ view on music, Jankélévitch is careful to address the capture of 

our attention by music’s Charm:

“…‘enchantment’ does not ‘deceive’ […] To imagine a state of grace that 

continually refreshed the long droughts of our being would only imagine 

a chimera. Th is is something without sense, an unimaginable, almost 

superhuman idea, like the idea of a ‘continuous state of an instantaneous 

point’, a kind of contradiction in-adjecto, as contradictory as the dram of 

an eternal celebration, which negates the idea of celebration per se […] All 

divine, sublime things that are vouchsafed to human beings in brief glimpses 

have this same nature, at once dazzling and dubious. For us, the Absolute 

itself is a vanishing apparition. Musical rapture is an escape from immanence 

– but it also does not breach that wall; it merely makes an opening, similar 

to the opening cleared within our human condition by an innocent, highly 

fragile emotion, caritas” (ibid.: 127).

Further, Jankélévitch makes great eff orts to distinguish between what 

Levinas would consider the ‘bewitching’ aspect of the untellable that 

overwhelms the listener’s ability to respond, and what Jankélévitch 

instead claims as the positive aspect of ‘enchantment’ contained in music’s 

ineff ability:

“Th e untellable, petrifying, all-poetic impulse induces something similar to a 

hypnotic trance, then the ineff able, thanks to its properties of fecundity and 

inspiration, acts like a form of enchantment: it diff ers from the untellable as 

much as enchantment diff ers from bewitchment” (ibid.: 72).
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Jankélévitch here parts ways with Levinas, and makes a distinction between 

the untellable as something, like death, made of “…impenetrable shadow 

and despairing nonbeing […] rendering us mute, overwhelming reason”, 

while music’s ineff able, in contrast, “…cannot be explained because there 

are infi nite and interminable things to say of it” (ibid.: 72). 

While ontology for Levinas involves knowing the object/thing (such 

as a book), and entails an “…understanding or comprehension with an 

appropriating, possessive grasp that ‘seizes and disposes of the thing’” 

(Perpich 2008: 42), it is the saying entailed in the face-to-face encounter 

that disables such a possession:

“Knowledge seizes hold of its object. It possesses it. Possession denies 

the independence of being, without destroying that being – it denies 

and maintains. Th e face, for its part, is inviolable; those eyes, which are 

absolutely without protection, the most naked part of the human body, 

none the less off er an absolute resistance to possession” (Levinas 1990: 8).

Th is disabled possession of Levinas’ saying strikes me as analogous to 

the possession refused by the ineff able quality of musical experience, thus 

prompting my proposition for their overlay as a new mode of dialogue-

based arts practice. Again, there is a remarkable resemblance found in 

Simon Critchley’s below description of Levinas’ formulation of the 

saying and the said, with Abbate’s description of Jankélévitch’s drastic 

and the gnostic:

“…the saying is my exposure – both corporeal and sensible – to the other 

person, my inability to resist the other’s approach. It is the performative 

stating, proposing or expressive position of myself facing the other. It is 

a verbal and possibly also non-verbal ethical performance, of which the 

essence cannot be captured in constative propositions. It is, if you will, a 

performative doing that cannot be reduced to a propositional description. By 

contrast, the said is a statement, assertion or proposition of which the truth 

or falsity can be ascertained […] Th e saying is a nonthematizable ethical 

residue of language that escapes comprehension, [and] interrupts ontology” 

(Critchley 2002: 17–18, emphasis in original).
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Returning to this chapter’s opening epigraph, it is also important to note 

that Levinas describes the encounter with ‘pure sound’ as ‘word’. Levinas 

here fi gures the experience of sound on a level of alterity he reserves for 

the face. As Gerald Bruns notes, “…Levinas’s word for ‘word’ here is not 

mot but verbe, that is, not the word in its spatial and visual fi xity as a sign 

or noun or word-as-image but the word in its temporality, not only in the 

grammatical sense of the propositional verb but more important as the 

event of speaking itself, the spoken word as such, where verbe entails the 

power of the word to aff ect things – to intervene in the world” (Bruns 

2002: 229).

A distinction must, then, be made between ‘word’ here as saying instead 

of said. While this quote refers to the saying of dialogue rather than the 

sound of music, we might draw upon this distinction to understand the 

saying as a modality of the ineff able – of music performed – rather than 

the said as musical form and structure. Pure sound may here be thought 

of as the saying of music, and in listening to the ‘pure sound’ of music, 

rather than music as exemplar or non-exemplar of type, we engage with 

music’s alterity. As Corey Beals notes, “[t]hough the said can be described 

as ‘that which can be written’, that does not make the distinction between 

said and saying one of ‘written’ and ‘spoken’. Rather, even that which is 

spoken is the said rather than the saying” (Beals 2007: 17). Similarly, 

performance itself as an event does not just not simply constitute the 

saying, it is rather the irreducible otherness, that remains beyond words 

in which the saying is located. Finally, it is important to remember that 

Levinas grants sound (albeit sound as expressed in the immediacy of 

conversation) a higher degree of alterity than the contemplative mode of 

vision experienced as a witness:

“Th ere is […] in sound – and in consciousness understood as hearing – 

a shattering of the always complete world of vision and art. Sound is all 

repercussion, outburst, scandal. While in vision a form espouses a content 

and soothes it, sound is like the sensible quality overfl owing its limits, the 

incapacity of form to hold its content – a true rent in the fabric of the world 
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– that by which the world that is here prolongs a dimension inconvertible 

into vision” (Levinas 1993: 147–8).

Th e saying of the face-to-face encounter as the immediacy of the voice 

draws us close to the sonic, embodied experience of the ineff able.

My point here has been to note how the face-to-face relationship 

entailed in dialogue (and thus dialogue-based art) is similar to the drastic 

encounter we have with music. Saying as “the language that escapes 

comprehension,” parallels the ineff able qualities of music. Here, however, 

the sense of music’s communicative power is in a language continually 

slipping out of our grasp rather than the oblique transparency of spoken 

language, and the supposed transparency and objective promise of the 

written word. My point then is not that the face-to-face encounter 

should be viewed as exact equivalent to musical experience, but instead 

that such relationships are proximate/parallel, and thus hold potential for 

apposite musicology through a synchronicity of research methodology 

and research subject. From this account of how the face-to-face encounter 

of dialogue presents an apposite form for musicology, I will now move 

forward to address more practical considerations for how such dialogue 

takes place with the audience of Western art music performance. 

Rancière and the audiences of apposite musicology

What additionally makes apposite epistemologies in feminist, subaltern, 

and First Nations studies apposite is an engagement with the members 

of communities who feel they share a common interest in the subject of 

presentation and who share some relationship to that subjectivity embodied 

within the presentation. Questions regarding who speaks and the audience 

one is speaking with are central here. Th at is, who are the members in this 

community that the research is proximal to? In relation to Western art 

music performance, I will here question who is perceived as constituting 

this community, and draw upon the work of Rancière to illuminate the 

politics of speaking of music’s ‘sensible’ in such a com mu nity. 
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In attending to the experiential perspective of music through dialogue-

based art practice, it is important to note that the audience is comprised 

of both those who have research and practical expertise in music and 

those who would claim not to have such expertise. What divides this 

audience is the ability to describe the music listened to employing 

‘expert’ and ‘non-expert’ discourses. While most audience members 

claim a vested interest in the music performance event, and have a deep 

engagement with music performance, a hierarchy is maintained by the 

mutually ascribed belief in the right to describe music. Such values are 

notable in the claim “I don’t know anything/much about music, but…” 

that defers to those with expertise, those authorized to make statements 

about musical meaning. Th is expertise, far from being claimed explicitly, 

is embedded within the logic of music analysis (or its specter, depending 

on one’s level of optimism), that expert language that holds the key to the 

musical signs. As Rancière states, the belief in these distinctions between 

mastery and ignorance are part of a ‘circle of power/lessness’ in which 

those with mastery

“…cannot but take that increase in intellectual power [of teaching what he 

is ignorant of ] as a devaluation of his science. And the ignorant one, on his 

side, doesn’t believe himself capable of learning himself, still less of being 

able to teach another ignorant person. Th ose excluded from the world of 

intelligence themselves subscribe to the verdict of their exclusion…What 

stultifi es the common people is not the lack of instruction, but the belief in 

the inferiority of their intelligence” (Rancière 1991: 15–6; 39).

Consequently, in speaking of the re-engagement of musicology through 

a ‘re-distribution of the sensible’ (and the re-evaluations of modes of 

sense and sensibility), why should such a practice be limited to scholars, 

particularly since musicologists have been trained-out of analytic modes 

that prioritize experiential, and re-trained in the fi xed precision of faux-

objective analysis. Th is ‘un-trained’ cross-section of this audience for 

Western art music performance, that might be referred to via Rancière 
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as the musicology’s ‘poor’, or ‘the part that has no part’, is perhaps more 

capable of articulating music’s sensible on the level of musicological 

‘amateurism’. 

If such a process of dialogue across sections of the musical community 

is to be successful, it is necessary to engage this community for music 

performance including artists, performers, and general audience. Such 

a method is useful in displacing the heavily entrenched epistemic biases 

rooted in traditional music analysis, and re-claiming formalist analysis 

in embodied forms.16 What I advocate is indeed a re-equalization of 

roles that recognizes how the sensible of music is not limited to those 

trained in music theory and analysis, and, on the contrary, is perhaps 

best perceived by those who do not have music theoretical and analytic 

prejudices. Rancière confronts such prejudices (in what he terms ‘the police 

order’ of knowledge) that controls and delimits though a ‘distribution 

of the sensible’ as an epistemology that maintains authorized modes of 

knowing: 

“Th e police is thus fi rst an order of bodies that defi nes the allocation of 

ways of doing, ways of being, and ways of saying, and sees those bodies 

are assigned by the name to a particular place and task; it is an order of 

the visible and the sayable that sees that a particular activity is visible and 

another is not, that this speech is understood as discourse and another as 

noise. It is police law, for example, that traditionally turns the workplace 

into a private space not regulated by the ways of seeing and saying proper 

to what is called the public domain, where the worker’s having a part is 

strictly defi ned by the remuneration of his work. Policing is not so much the 

‘disciplining’ of bodies as a rule governing their appearing, a confi guration 

of occupations and the properties of the spaces where these occupations are 

distributed”  (Rancière 1999: 29).

Th e idea of a ‘police order’ thus seeks to maintain “…the division between 

disciplines […] the distribution of territories, which is always a way of 

deciding who is qualifi ed to speak about what. Th e apportionment of 
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disciplines refers to the more fundamental apportionment that separates 

those regarded as qualifi ed to think from those regarded as unqualifi ed” 

(Rancière 2008: n.p.). Here we see a link between Rancière's concept of 

‘explication’ and Abbate's concept of the ‘Gnostic’: “Gnostic as its [the 

drastic] antithesis implies not just knowledge per se but making the 

opaque transparent, knowledge based on semiosis and disclosed secrets, 

reserved for the elite and hidden from others” (Abbate 2004: 510). Such a 

conception of gnostic knowing here comes close to Rancière’s ‘explication’ 

as stultifi cation [abrutir]:

“Explication is not necessary to remedy an incapacity to understand. On the 

contrary, that very incapacity provides the structuring fi ction of the explicative 

conception of the world. It is the explicator who needs the incapable and 

not the other way around; it is he who constitutes the incapable as such. 

To explain something to someone is fi rst of all to show him he cannot 

understand it by himself. Before being the act of the pedagogue, explication 

is the myth of pedagogy, the parable of a world divided into knowing 

minds and ignorant ones, ripe minds and immature ones, the capable and 

the incapable, the intelligent and the stupid. Th e explicator’s special trick 

consists of this double inaugural gesture. On the one hand he decrees the 

absolute beginning: it is only now that the act of learning will begin. On the 

other, having thrown a veil of ignorance over everything that is to be learned, 

he appoints himself to the task of lifting it” (Rancière 1991: 6–7). 

Again, to clarify – in the conception of equality that Rancière off ers, and 

that I am applying in support of the intervention in musicology I here 

defi ne, the audience member is treated as an equal in dialogue – in their 

ability to know – not as an equal in a particular body of knowledge within 

which they have not trained. 

Challenges in reciprocally engaging dialogue

One of the most diffi  cult challenges to navigate in such a method is 

equality in listening. How does a mixed audience for music performance 

come to a mutually illuminating dialogue that displaces hierarchies 
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of novice and expert, while sacrifi cing neither the level of intellectual 

engagement nor enjoyable experience that both parties desire? Such a 

goal is perhaps idealistic and utopian. Rancière reminds us, however, that 

for him such equality is not a goal, but a presupposition. His concern, 

then, is what might be possible under the sign of equality, rather than the 

result of equality.

While it is simple to believe listening is the foundation we work from 

as scholars and teachers, we must be wary of the technique of dismissal 

that many researchers adopt as part of their toolbox of evaluative methods. 

Of course evaluation is part of what we do; we evaluate new knowledge 

and work dialectically against it, adopt it, or modify it to suit our needs. 

Evaluation is a necessary part of our trade; dismissal however, is not. 

Dismissal is, rather, a tool to maintain power and a key component of the 

‘police order’ of knowledge. In the equality of listening, we must suspend 

judgment for the language of the Other. Indeed, when placed in proximity 

to academic discourse, the language used to convey embodied knowledge 

and experiential perspectives may seem impoverished. Drawing upon First 

Nations perspectives and Postcolonial theory, Judith Leggatt notes how 

when postcolonial discourses and embodied First Nations perspectives 

are put side by side a conference setting, “…it seems unlikely that the 

latter are the ones with all the knowledge” (Leggatt 2003: 113).

Th e problem of sharing dialogue that is mutually satisfying and 

illuminating lies not with the inequality of intelligence of the conversant/

other, but in the lack of our own ability to recognize the intelligence of 

which they speak. As Katherine Wolf notes, “...this is not to say that 

their voices simply do not register audibly but that they register only in 

an unrecognizable modality. Th eir words register much like a buzzing or 

humming in the air of which no intelligible sense can be made” (Wolf 

2006: n.p.). Th e noise of description is here mis-recognized as a mere 

shadow of music’s sensible rather than a central aspect of music.

Developing this responsibility of conversation – to play an active role 

in the direction of dialogue, to respond with full voice of dissensus, and 
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to acknowledge the relevance of the gift given by our interlocutors – 

is central in developing an ethical model of dialogue in both quotidian 

and relational art realms, not to mention the further development of 

musicology. Rancière calls this an attention to the will of the other.

A shortcoming of dialogue here, more particularly in the situation of 

dialogue with a ‘general audience’, is that of its tangential nature. Scholarly 

research privileges, at both the meta and micro levels, a teleological 

approach designed to convey expertise through its very form. Used to 

distinguish mastery from amateurism, system and form might here be 

understood as markers of expertise. Conversely, research as practice, 

most often uses form against the clarity of teleology; the enigmatic here 

continues to prick the senses rather than be understood at once upon 

reading. Despite this oppositional status of art and research, in dialogue-

based art there is a level of direction and coherence of language necessary 

in the basic activity of communication. Such communication involves 

principles from writing such as building upon material to increase 

understanding. Th ough dialogue does not share the teleological drive 

of writing, it does necessitate a sense of logical consequence not always 

present in the relational work described by Bourriaud. However, does the 

tangential fl ow of dialogue preclude a level of conceptual engagement 

we expect in writing, or in the conceptual distancing approaches to 

relational art? Here we can draw on Rancière’s idea of ‘everything is in 

everything’:

“It means that in order to learn you can start from any and every point, that 

the chain of learning is a chain that you can grasp at any point. So, “everything 

is in everything” is not a proposition about reality. It is not a statement of 

general synonymy. It is just the idea that there is no preprogrammed order 

for learning, the idea that you can start from every point. From one sentence, 

you can begin to learn grammar, to learn politics, to learn philosophy, to learn 

history. Th is is what it means – that the starting point has no importance. 

You start from one point – one sentence, one chapter, one book – and you 

try to fi nd all that is enclosed in this part, what is in this sentence, in this 

structure, in this book” (Rancière 2008: 189).
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Still writing

Yet here I write. Here. Th ese words. Th ough perhaps dialogic, this is no 

dialogue. Would you rather I perform this? Don’t answer me, I can’t hear 

you. Th ese words you read remain fi xed upon the page you hold or as 

pixels on a screen. Why then, you might ask me, does this chapter take the 

written form that it does? Go ahead, ask. I don’t mind. Really, I insist.

Such a shift in practice-based ‘writing’ entails a re-orientation of 

research training to include (and embrace) time-based forms and 

performative writing. Perhaps this also entails a radical re-orientation of 

music curricula (less so in performance and theatre studies, where multiple 

modes of narrative address are more frequently taught). It is one thing 

to suggest that scholars researching time-based art consider apposite 

modes of scholarship that speak through the drastic language of their 

subject rather than impose a language of quantifi cation, classifi cation, 

and teleology. It is another issue to implement such a suggestion in an 

academic environment often openly hostile to languages that are not 

transparent in their mode of communication. Students would need to be 

provided with models not to replace traditional writing styles (the form 

and clarity of which are essential for writing), but to complement these 

with considerations for apposite research methodologies. Locating an 

apposite form begins with a range of questions regarding the genre, era, 

and formal qualities of the music (or other art work or performance) that 

is studied. Indeed, this is nothing new in the choice of methodologies that 

scholars make to best respond to their subject. Th e important diff erence, 

however, is that the (written or artistic) media that serve as the vehicles 

to disseminate this research not be divorced from the theoretical context 

used in the research itself. Th at is, the very materiality of the research is 

here of primary importance. 

Th e formidable challenge in such a reorientation of research is, of 

course, the learning of a new research language. Learning to write (in 

its multiple artistic registers) compellingly in such new languages is a 

diffi  cult task. Such work can indeed strike the reader as self-indulgent 
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rather than provoking that disturbance of the ineff able encountered in 

the performance experience itself. 

Th e form of practice-based inquiry I have advocated for in my practice 

and in this written intervention you now read seeks to rethink the 

audience for Western art music performance as a community in dialogue, 

contributing toward the development of knowing music as an embodied 

practice. Th is project of defi ning interdisciplinary inquiry between ‘expert’ 

and ‘non-expert’ members of the Western art music audience, and of 

dialogue as a mode of critical embodied practice, are attempts to move 

away from the antagonistic segregations in music research and practice 

toward an agonistic community of interaction. Th e practice engenders 

both an active exchange of knowledge and productive friction between 

contrasting understandings of performers and audience members. It 

provides a site for collaboratively knowing music that allows both the 

audience and the musicians who collaborate on creating the performance 

increased agency in the construction of musical knowledge. By increased 

agency, I am referring to the expansion of traditional roles for audience 

and musicians as producers and consumers, and the development of a 

model wherein the subsections of the musical community are off ered 

a new avenue for increasingly dynamic interaction. Such interaction 

through dialogue allows audience members to draw upon each others’ 

mutual areas of expertise to construct musical meaning. Such a project 

takes a statement by Paul Ricoeur on hermeneutics quite literally when 

he declares that “…what is to be interpreted in a text is a proposed world, 

a world that I might inhabit, and wherein I might project my ownmost 

possibilities” (Ricoeur 1974: 43). Th e installations for musicology, as the 

worlds collaboratively constructed around particular musical texts that I 

create as structures for dialogue between Western art music’s audience 

members, musicians, and scholars here treat the understanding of musical 

meaning on the time and terms of the music under examination. Th e 

worlds created through and as apposite musicology actively explore 

alternative models of musical epistemology that, far from trying to re-
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invent musical epistemology, attempt to re-connect diff erent forms of 

knowing by bringing audience members into dialogue. It is simple enough 

to note the practical limitations of written scholarship for conveying 

the experiential and drastic dimensions of music, we must equally ask 

how writing as the default authorized register for research limits the 

potentially fruitful amalgamations of research and practice that are able 

to address the multiple registers of knowing music. Laurence Kramer has 

written in response to theorizations of the ineff able and drastic qualities 

of music in the thought of Abbate and Jankélévitch: “…words cannot 

substitute for the experience of hearing or playing the music; but it is 

equally true, and should be equally obvious, that they are not meant to” 

(Kramer 2004: 9). Th e artistic practice of apposite musicology does not 

attempt such a substitution, and instead works toward addressing how, 

regardless of intent, the materiality of the words we write about music 

(and other forms of performance) and the forms we write these words 

in do indeed construct music and performance. Being cognizant of the 

materiality of language, the musicality and presentness it imposes and 

elides, and the disjunction/congruence of reading experience and music’s 

sculpture of time allow us to address how musicology and studies of 

performance might benefi t from an clearer engagement with artistic 

practice in apposite forms. Such formulations of apposite musicology 

and performance scholarship (and there are potentially as many possible 

formulations as there is music and performance) provide a step toward 

theorizing how the ineff able qualities of music might remain in play 

within scholarship.
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Notes

1 From ‘Punctum contra punctum’, the etymological root of the term ‘counterpoint’ 

that translates as ‘point against point’. I interpolate ‘con’ as ‘with’ to suggest a shift 

congruent with Rancière’s ‘speaking with’.

2 I here refer to a process of knowing to signal that a dialogue-based arts practice is 

not simply ‘writing performed’ as the end-product of research, but a confl ation of live 

research (coming to know) and research outcomes (provisional results).

3 Jankélévitch and Abbate note how such writing itself constitutes this separation 

from music – a separation that keeps music at a distance for fear of its contaminating 

infl uence.

4 Svetlana Alpers similarly notes the incongruity between writing and the way we 

as viewers, understand visual art: “… the repertory of concepts it [writing] off ers for 

describing a plane surface bearing an array of subtly diff erentiated and ordered shapes 

and colours is rather crude and remote. Again, there is an awkwardness, at least, about 

dealing with a simultaneously available fi eld-which is what a picture is in a medium 

as temporally linear as language: for instance, it is diffi  cult to avoid tendentious 

reordering of the picture simply by mentioning one thing before another… [Th e] 

lack of fi t here is formally obvious in an incompatibility between the gait of scanning 

a picture – in a series of rapid, and rapidly shifting, eye movements – and the gait of 

ordered words and concepts” (Alpers 1983: 3).

5 “…the drastic connotes physicality, but also desperation and peril, involving a 

category of knowledge that fl ows from drastic actions or experiences and not from 

verbally mediated reasoning. Gnostic as its antithesis implies not just knowledge per 

se but making the opaque transparent, knowledge based on semiosis and disclosed 

secrets, reserved for the elite and hidden from others” (Abbate 2004: 510).

6 Indeed, discursive analysis is centrally concerned with these issues of the materiality 

of musicological discourse. See, for instance, Fred E. Maus, (2003); and for a more 

negative appraisal of opera studies’ materiality of writing, David J. Levin, (2002).

7 Kine Brillenburg Wurth’s Musically Sublime (2009) off ers an excellent historical 

overview of the changing relationships between the changing discourse of the sublime 

in relation to music. 

8 Judith Lochhead (2008) and James Robert Currie (2008) have noted that the 
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sublime has been a concept that privileges the ‘patriarchal music’ of Romanticism 

over other, anti-teleological, forms of music.

9 In “Reality and its Shadow”, Levinas refuses to confer upon music (and the arts 

in general) the same radical alterity of the face-to-face encounter. His dismissal of 

musical subjectivity as similar to the face-to-face encounter is rooted in the idea that 

rhythm (similarly applied to poetry) incapacitates the listener’s will to respond, where 

“…consciousness, paralyzed in its freedom, plays, totally absorbed in its playing”. Th e 

experience of music thus “…represents a unique situation where we cannot speak 

of consent, assumption, initiative or freedom, because the subject is caught up and 

carried away by it […] It is so not even despite itself, for in rhythm there is no 

longer a oneself, but rather a sort of passage from oneself to anonymity. Th is is the 

captivation or incantation of poetry and music. It is a mode of being to which applies 

neither the form of consciousness, since the I is there stripped of its prerogative to 

assume, its power, nor the form of unconsciousness, since the whole situation and all 

its articulations are in a darklight, present” (Levinas 1987: 4). Th ere is some resonance 

here with similar modernist dismissals of ‘popular’ art forms including Adorno’s views 

on Jazz/Popular music, Brecht’s on (‘culinary’) theatre, and Kracauer’s on cinema. 

Each of these writers see the audience’s capacity for thought overwhelmed at the 

mercy of relentless repetition. Each sees these forms participating in a culture of 

spectacle that robs the spectator of his/her perceptual faculties, “captivating” them 

through immersion and saturation of the senses. In response, Rancière sees these 

concerns for the overwhelming multiplicity of stimuli emerging out of “… the great 

anxiety of 19th century elites, the anxiety about that multiplication of new formulas 

of experience that were made available to anybody and fostered the capacity of 

anybody to reframe their world […] of course that anxiety took on the form of the 

[elites] concerned with the danger threatening those poor people whose fragile brains 

were unable to grapple with that multiplicity. In other terms, capacity was turned into 

impotence” Rancière, Lecture at UBC, March 2008. 

10 As earlier noted, ontology for Levinas is any relation to otherness that is reducible 

to comprehension or understanding. For Rancière, indisciplinarity is diff erentiated 

from interdisciplinarity by “...the question of the distribution of territories, which is 

always a way of deciding who is qualifi ed to speak about what. Th e apportionment 

of disciplines refers to the more fundamental apportionment that separates those 

regarded as qualifi ed to think from those regarded as unqualifi ed; those who do the 

science and those who are regarded as its objects” Rancière 2008: n.p.).

11 Due to the length constraints of this paper, I will direct readers to two articles that 
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detail this practice, along with a website that documents it. For further information 

see: Robinson (2008) and Robinson (2009). Further documentation of this practice is 

available at: >http://www.annahostman.net/Site/intermission.html<

12 Such distinctions, in turn, depend on the specifi c nature of the soloist-orchestra 

interaction in each concerto. See, respectively, Susan McClary (1986) and Helen 

Shivley (1998).

13 We can assume that Levinas has in mind an early to mid-twentieth century French 

model of lecturing quite distinct from British and North American undergraduate 

educational traditions that are, in the worst cases, far too often modeled on ‘knowledge 

delivery’ instead of a situated engagement within an academic community where the 

nomination of “yous” would occur invariably.

14 As Suzanne Cusick (1994) demonstrates in “On A Lesbian Relationship with 

Music: A Serious Eff ort Not to Th ink Straight”, our relationships with music might 

be mapped on to relationships with the other as lover. I believe Cusick’s argument 

could be expanded to examine how music takes various subjective positions that are 

analogous to relationships across the gambit, including those with fi gures of authority, 

maternal/paternal relationships, and friendships. Indeed, music’s presence as an ‘old 

friend’ or ‘unrequited love’ are particularly prevalent in descriptions of music’s larger 

role in memory.

15 It is not unthinkable to see these philosopher’s concepts of the encounter and the 

musical encounter as mutually infl uential, despite there being few direct reference to 

each others’ works in their respective writings.

16 It is here important not to conceive of ‘embodied’ and ‘music analytic’ forms of 

analysis as binary opposites, the more so because embodied analysis ultimately diff ers 

from music analysis foremost in its authorial dispossession.
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